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Abstract
With a deaf-centric lens, this study explores the formative lived experiences of Deaf
interpreters and how those experiences impact their ethical decision-making process. I collected
data from participants through a nationwide survey, conducted semi-structured interviews, and
studied my journal entries reflecting on my work. Critical auto ethnographical frameworks were
used to interpret the data and identify themes. By analyzing Deaf interpreters’ frameworks
guided by ethical theories and lived experiences, ethical decision-making is highlighted within
their work. Acknowledging there are gaps within interpreter education programs and lack of
mentorship, stakeholders can move forward in making critical shifts in interpreter pedagogy. By
ensuring deaf-centric and cultural-centric interpreter education, we can make way for systemic
changes within the profession as an attempt to achieve communication equity.

Keywords: Deaf interpreter, ethics, deaf-centric, culturally centric, interpreter education
program, communication equity
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Research Impetus
As the reader delves into this thesis, it is important to understand the positionalities and
subjectivities of this researcher. My personal and collective experiences shape the lens through
which I see the world and approach my work. My research has a “deaf 1-centric” frame, defined
by both my lived experience as a Deaf interpreter and my deaf subjects. The specificities of deafcentric research focusing on ethical decision-making will be unveiled throughout this thesis. As a
Deaf (DeafBlind) 2 white cisgender woman raised in a predominantly hearing family with two
sisters, one of whom is deaf with Usher’s Syndrome, we used both speech and sign language as a
means of communication. My schooling started with attending a deaf/hard-of-hearing preschool
classroom in a public elementary school. In first grade, I attended Maryland School for the Deaf
in Frederick, Maryland where I had access to bilingual education enriched within a bicultural
environment. From the eighth grade on, I was mainstreamed in public school and provided
American Sign Language (ASL) interpreters. My command of the English language was
solidified through my love of reading books and speech therapy. Upon graduation, I went on to
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) and obtained my bachelor’s degree in Information
Technology. My confidence and self-esteem increased by leaps and bounds as I was able to
interact with a variety of people, deaf and hearing. RIT also afforded me access to top notch ASL
interpreters throughout my academic career.

1

“We write deaf with a lowercase “d” because we see deaf as more encompassing, less politicized, and less
context-dependent than Deaf” (Friedner & Kusters, 2015, p. ix). To show respect to all individuals in communities
within deaf communities by not being assumptive of one’s identity, deaf will be used.
2
Deaf (DeafBlind) is used here as I was born Deaf. In 2019, I have started to recognize and accept my
identity as a DeafBlind person.
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Upon graduation, I taught ASL at public schools in Rochester, New York before moving
on to teach technology education at Maryland School for the Deaf in Frederick. As one makes
changes in their lives and careers, I ended up in California working for a video relay service
company as a technical support specialist. Through my work, I recognized my passion lies within
successful communication and making connections with people. I made a career shift from
technical support to interpreting. I obtained my associate degree from the Interpreter Education
Program (IEP) at American River College. I went on to pursue my masters degree at St.
Catherine University. Meanwhile, I attended several training workshops including: Deaf
Interpreter Training led by Rosemary Wanis in Fresno, California, Stronger Together by Eileen
Forestal and Janis Cole, and Deaf Foundations by Betty Colonomos. With each step I took
towards becoming a Deaf interpreter 3, I have found myself questioning why the use of Deaf
interpreters was not more commonplace in the field of interpreting.
Statement of the Problem
COVID-19 in the United States has presented us with interpreters placed beside many
government officials to provide communication access. What you may not realize is that most of
these interpreters are Deaf interpreters. “As a Deaf person, the Deaf Interpreter starts with a
distinct set of formative linguistic, cultural, and life experiences that enable nuanced
comprehension and interaction in a wide range of visual language and communication forms
influenced by region, culture, age, literacy, education, class, and physical, cognitive, and mental
health” (Deaf Interpreter Institute, 2016). There are specific reasons why a Deaf interpreter is the
most accurate representation of language in not only these instances but many more. Historically,
Deaf interpreters have often been an afterthought or a means for repair of a job a hearing
3

Deaf interpreters are labeled with the capitalized letter, D, within the sign language interpreting
profession, as representation of the interpreter’s linguistic and cultural expertise (Sheneman, 2018).
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interpreter was not qualified to perform (Beldon, et al., 2009; Cokely, 2005; Dey 2009; Forestal,
2005).
Interpreters are language brokers who must tap into their complete repertoires of
language to clarify both implicit and explicit meanings for all parties involved in the
communication process. Orellana and Garcia (2014) clarifies language brokering as not a simple
act of translation or interpretation but using “ languages in a whole variety of ways, crossing
linguistic borders and tapping into their full repertoires of language as they make meaning for
others” (p. 386). Language brokering is innate to deaf individuals as they have a history of
supporting others in the deaf community by interpreting, translating, and advocating for their
needs (Al-Amer, et al., 2014; Adam, et al., 2011; Boudreault, 2005; Forestal, 2005). Compton
(2014) affirms the sociocultural view that Deaf interpreters possess native or near-native
linguistic and cultural competencies which can support them in breaking through communication
and language barriers. As interpreters tap into their linguistic repertoire, the transformative
process of language brokering breaks through linguistic inequalities that exist.
Although deaf people have shared lived experiences centered on communication
contributing to effectiveness in interpreting, it is important to acknowledge the diversity of deaf
experiences (Ruiz-Williams, et al., 2015). Individuals develop and strengthen personal extralinguistic knowledge (ELK) that contribute to clarity in their interpreting processes (Gile, 2009).
Gile (2009) states “the more one knows about the situation, including the interest of the
participants in communication, their lines of reasoning, positions, wishes, weaknesses,
interaction, etc., the better the chances of understanding the Sender’s discourse more accurately”
(p. 88). I delve in the lived experiences of Deaf interpreters, noting the contributions of Deaf
extra-linguistic knowledge (DELK) within the interpreting process. Ethical decisions, guided by
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DELK, enhances language and cultural brokering that takes place within their work (Beldon, et
al., 2009; Sheneman, 2016). As a hearing interpreter, one may work tirelessly yet never obtain
the ELK commensurate with the needs of deaf people. Deaf interpreters’ DELK offers an
integral piece to the interpreting process including the ethical decision-making piece of the
puzzle. There has been little research focusing on aspects of Deaf interpreters’ ethical decisionmaking.
Research Question
Although deaf people have diverse realities shaped by social identities and categories,
lived experience as deaf people offer possibilities of common DELK and linguistic repertoires
that non-deaf interpreters do not possess. Interpreters who do not share the lived experiences of
deaf consumers lack an understanding of what a deaf person may think or feel in certain
situations. Ideas, reasoning, and concepts, also known as epistemology, as experienced by a deaf
person is inherently unique. In addition, what is of value to a deaf person, notably language and
access to a world that functions primarily by auditory means, is arguably different than that of a
person who can hear. This overarching value or axiology, inherent to their lived experiences,
brings a unique ethical decision-making ability to the field of interpreting. This leads to the
central question of this paper: How do formative experiences impact ethical decision-making in
the work of Deaf interpreters?
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
Ethics
Ethics, a set of moral values and principles that guide our decision-making process, is a
major and critical component of the work within the field of interpreting. Interpretation decisions
fall under the category of ethical decision-making processes as the interpreter needs to ensure the
interpretation from the source message to the target message is equivalent. Janzen and Korpiniski
(2005) recognize as the interpreter interacts with the consumer, the consumer’s understanding of
what transpires is impacted by the ethical choices of the interpreter. Interpreters study various
ethical decision-making theories and models to develop a framework to make decisions as they
work. Ethical dilemmas, as defined by Kidder (1996), is the tough choice between right versus
right choices. These choices fall into four distinct paradigms: truth versus loyalty, individual
versus community, short-term versus long-term, and justice versus mercy. Interpreters come
across ethical dilemmas during different stages of their work, starting at the moment they decide
to accept an assignment, during the process of interpreting, and at the conclusion of the
assignment.
Dean & Pollard (2013) discuss two different ethical reasoning frameworks: deontology
and teleology. Deontology is the process of ethical reasoning where values and principles are
weighed at the beginning of the decision-making process, as right or wrong (Dean & Pollard,
2013). In contrast, teleology frames the potential consequences of decisions, considering one’s
values and principles throughout the decision-making process as for better or for worse (Dean &
Pollard, 2013). Dean & Pollard endorse a more teleological approach to ethical decision-making.
Dean & Pollard present us with Demand-Control Schema (DCS), aimed at helping interpreters
outline the potential challenges, which they call demands, that come up during interpreting. As
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demands are identified, interpreters look to what controls or resources they have to support their
work.
To help with the decision-making process, Hoza (2003) presents two models: Interpreter
Sensibility model and the Comprehensive Model of Ethical Decision-Making for Interpreters to
help with analyzing interpreters’ decision-making processes. The Interpreter Sensibility model,
as illustrated by Hoza (shown in Figure 1), shows the focus on what the interpreter brings to the
decision-making process noting that with more experience and training, an interpreter
strengthens their decision-making skills.
Growth in one’s interpreter sensibility is in this direction 
Interpreter #1

Interpreter #2

Interpreter #3

Ethical standards

-takes the Code of
Ethics at face
value, follows it
blindly

-takes the Code of
Ethics as a guide, is
reluctant to ever vary
from the Code

-is confident in own
decision-making process,
uses Code of Ethics as a
guide

Interpreting
metaphor/model

-follows a
machine metaphor
(see self as
neutral) in an
ethical sense

-follows the latest
metaphor/model –
without fully
understanding its
implications

-is aware of different
metaphors/models, uses
critical thinking to apply
them as appropriate

Social awareness

-has little
exposure to
another culture
(including Deaf
culture)

-mostly has exposure
to accommodating
cultural views (e.g.,
third culture vs Deaf
culture)

-has more exposure to
cultural variation, is open
and sensitive to culture
variation

Self-awareness

-has not looked
inwardly much

-tries to look
-conscientiously looks
inwardly to
inward to check for bias
recognize own biases

Figure 1: Interpreter Sensibility is a Matter of Degree (Hoza, 2003, p. 36).
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The Comprehensive Model of Ethical Decision-Making for Interpreters, developed by
Hoza (2003), illustrates ethics as the foundation for varying decisions made as interpreters work.
With this model, steps two and three focus on ethical decisions made during the process of
interpreting and the underlying ethical principles required to make these decisions. “Blindly” 4, is
an ableist term used within the model. The usage of ableist words suggests the model is not
disability-centric. This also raises questions of how models in the interpreting field centers
whiteness, ability, and Western values.
Frame and Williams (2005) portray how ethical models are not sensitive to cultural issues
or grounded in various worldviews and propose a multicultural decision-making model as
illustrated in Table 1.

Using blindly or tone-deaf is ableist because using disability to negatively characterize behavior suggests
that said disability is undesirable or negative.
4
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Ethical DecisionMaking Step

Components of the Process: Questions to Ask Oneself

Identify and define
an ethical dilemma

What is the right vs. right issue? What are the conflicting, incompatible
courses of action? What is the crux of the dilemma? Who is involved?
What are the stakes? What are my values? What are those of my client,
my supervisor, and others involved? What are the cultural and historical
factors that are at play? How do the principles of altruism,
responsibility, justice, and caring apply? How could these principles
issue in different behaviors based on cultural diversity? What insights
does my client have regarding the dilemma? How is my client affected
by the various aspects of the problem? How do I feel about the problem?
What does my intuition tell me to do?

Explore the context
of power

Where am I located in the power structures of my culture and
community? Where is my client located? How could the use of power
affect my decision? How could a power differential between myself and
my client affect the welfare of my client? How can we share lenses to
come to an ethical and just decision?

Assess
acculturation and
racial identity
development

Where is my client in the process of acculturation? Where am I? How
do these levels of acculturation affect my ethical thinking and acting?
How far do I need to go to meet my client’s needs? What about my
needs?

Seek consultation

Who do I know that is a culturally competent counselor? What are the
values, beliefs, meanings, cultural traditions of my consultant? How do
these shape my consultant's perspective? What is my consultant’s
position in the context of power?

Generate alternative How does each of the options available to me fare when examined on
solutions
the basis of the model’s criteria above? What does my intuition tell me
to do? What are my fears or misgivings about each option?
Select a course of
action

What role has my client played in the decision-making process? What
contributions has my client made? What are my motives in selecting this
course of action? What is my rationale? What is the critique of my
decision? Have I documented my plan of action?

Evaluate the
decision

How does this choice fit with the ethical code? How were my client’s
cultural values and experiences taken into consideration? How were my
own values affirmed or challenged? How was power used in action?
How would others appraise the action? What did I learn from the
struggle to resolve this ethical dilemma?
Table 1: Multicultural Ethical Decision-Making Model (Frame & Williams, 2005, p. 170).
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This model shows ethical decisions can be made showing respect to consumers’ ethnic,
racial, and social context allowing for interpreters to work ethically with consumers coming from
diverse backgrounds. Frame & William’s (2005) model “is grounded in universalist philosophy
that recognizes cultural differences but emphasizes common principles such as altruism,
responsibility, justice, and caring that link cultures” (p. 170).
Kohlberg’s six stages of moral development, illustrated in Table 2, shows decisionmaking processes from a psychological point of view.
Level/Stage
I: Obedience/Punishment

Age Range
Infancy

I: Self Interest

Pre-school

II: Conformity and
Interpersonal Accord

School-age

II. Authority and Social Order School-age

III: Social Contract

Teens

III: Universal Principles

Adulthood

Description
No difference between doing the right thing
and avoiding punishment.
Interest shifts to rewards rather than
punishment – effort is made to secure
greatest benefit for oneself.
The “good boy/girl” level. Effort is made to
secure approval and maintain friendly
relations with others.
Orientation toward fixed rules. The purpose
of morality is maintaining the social order.
Interpersonal accord is expanded to include
the entire society.
Mutual benefit, reciprocity. Morally right
and legally right are not always the same.
Utilitarian rules that make life better for
everyone.
Morality is based on principles that
transcend mutual benefit.

Table 2: Kohlberg's Stages of Moral Development (2020).

Rest’s Four Component model of ethical decision-making developed in 1986 as a result of
studying Kohlberg’s stages of moral development (Voorhis, 2010). Rest’s Four Component
model focuses on individual’s cognitive processes as they go through the decision-making
process. Four processes of ethical decision-making are identified as: Moral Sensitivity, Moral
Judgement, Moral Motivation, and Moral Character (Voorhis, 2010; Oser, 2013). Moral
sensitivity focuses on the individual’s ability to see varying perspectives of a situation.
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Knowledge of ethical theories and principles contribute to moral judgement. Moral motivation is
illustrated by prioritizing the right thing to do. Moral character has to do with making ethically
sound choices and following through. Analyzing psychological and cognitive processes help us
learn about varying perspectives on ethical decisions that are made to strengthen our framework.
IEPs and training workshops across the nation teach several different ethical decisionmaking frameworks for interpreters to develop and strengthen their critical thinking skills.
Interpreters analyze and discuss thought processes of different individuals’ actions when
presented with a dilemma. In these discussions, lived experiences have impact on perspective
and decision-making. As interpreters study a wide variety of ethical decision-making models and
cognitive processes associated with the decision-making process, they strengthen resources
enabling them to identify situations as they arise and make decisions accordingly instigating least
harm to parties involved. In addition, interpreters develop their own framework fortifying their
toolkits with necessary tools to approach their work.
Interpreters’ experiences and world-view have an impact on their work. Mendoza’s
(2010) typology illustrates novice hearing interpreters as individualistic and low-context. In
contrast, expert hearing interpreters are characterized as collectivistic and high-context. In
addition, Mendoza developed a hypothesis placing native signers on the low-context, collectivist
continua. Sheneman (2016) applies Mendoza’s typology to Deaf interpreters’ ethical decisionmaking processes. She finds that Deaf interpreters fall mainly on the collectivist continua
because of shared experiences as deaf people. In the deaf community, collectivist behaviors are
expected of their members such as information sharing and cultural mediation. Within the work
of Deaf interpreters, collectivistic behaviors are likely to be noted and Deaf interpreters fall
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between the low-context and high-context continua depending based on their training and
experiences (Sheneman, 2016).
The Code of Professional Conduct (CPC) was developed collaboratively by the National
Association of the Deaf (NAD) and the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID). NAD and
RID along with stakeholders in their organizations revised the RID Code of Ethics and published
the CPC in 2005. The CPC reflects the pillars that serves as a foundation for ethical codes (Ross,
2002):
Do no harm (nonmaleficence)
Do good (beneficence)
Fidelity (to keep one’s promises and contracts and not to engage in deception)
Reparation (repair the injuries that one has done to others)
Gratitude
Justice and Equality
ASL interpreters are expected to comply with the ethical guidelines outlined in the seven tenets
of the CPC. Guiding principles and illustrative behaviors of interpreters are explained in detail as
follows (Code of Professional Conduct, 2005):
Confidentiality: Interpreters hold a position of trust in their role as linguistic and cultural
facilitators of communication. Confidentiality is highly valued by consumers and is
essential to protecting all involved.
Professionalism: Interpreters are expected to stay abreast of evolving language use and
trends in the profession of interpreting as well as the American Deaf Community.
Interpreters accept assignments using discretion with regard to skill, communication
mode, setting, and consumer needs. Interpreters possess knowledge of American Deaf
culture and deaf-related resources.
Conduct: Interpreters are expected to present themselves appropriately in demeanor and
appearance. They avoid situations that result in conflicting roles or perceived or actual
conflicts of interest.
19
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Respect for Consumers: Interpreters are expected to honor consumer preferences in
selection of interpreters and interpreting dynamics, while recognizing the realities of
qualifications, availability, and situation.
Respect for Colleagues: Interpreters are expected to collaborate with colleagues to foster
the delivery of effective interpreting services. They also understand that the manner in
which they relate to colleagues reflect upon the profession in general.
Business Practice: Interpreters are expected to conduct their business in a professional
manner whether in private practice or in the employ of an agency or another entity.
Professional interpreters are entitled to a living wage based on their qualifications and
expertise. Interpreters are also entitled to working conditions conductive to effective
service delivery.
Professional Development: Interpreters are expected to foster and maintain interpreting
competence and the stature of the profession through ongoing development and
knowledge of skills.
Many stakeholders argue the CPC does not account for Deaf interpreters' perspectives and
DELK as part of their ethical decision-making framework (Beldon, et al., 2009; Boudreault,
2005; Forestal, 2011). Deaf interpreters have a different worldview from hearing interpreters.
Sheneman (2016) suggests Deaf and hearing interpreters have conversations about CPC tenets to
get at what each item means to each group, looking for similarities and differences.
The CPC is not rooted in Deaf values nor takes in account a deaf person’s worldview. As
such it is unethical to work without a Deaf interpreter. This stresses the importance of teaming
with Deaf interpreters as well as how this practice ties to our obligation to the CPC (Brick &
Beldon, 2014). As ethical interpreters, each one of us has the obligation to adhere to CPC (2005)
where it states we are to “render the message faithfully by conveying the content and spirit of
what is being communicated, using language most readily understood by the consumers” (tenet
2.3). Hearing interpreters who did not immerse themselves within the community yet possess
professional credentials can create a liaison by teaming with Deaf interpreters who have innate
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cultural and linguistic knowledge (Brick & Beldon, 2014; Cokely, 2005). Egnatovitch (1999)
outlined the benefits of working with Deaf interpreters:
● double-checking system
● grace period to process information received
● monitoring effect and neutrality
● increases the deaf consumer’s comfort level
● protects the deaf consumer’s right to know
However, Bentley-Sassaman’s (2010) findings suggest hearing interpreters believe Deaf
interpreters do not obtain enough training on interpreting ethics or ethical decision-making
processes. To become a Certified Deaf Interpreter (CDI), RID only requires a minimum of eight
hours of training on the NAD-RID CPC which has recommended topics of Ethical Decision
Making and Ethics in Interpreting (RID, n.d.). Disputing Bentley-Sassaman’s findings,
Sheneman’s (2016) research participants noted Deaf interpreters’ ethical decision-making
process is highlighted by cultural differences, deaf experiences, cultural meditations, and
sensitivity to oppressive acts.
Suggs’ (2012) presentation calls attention to situational disempowerment, where a
hearing interpreter took away a deaf person’s power. Situational disempowerment may not
happen intentionally but still happens as hearing interpreters attempt to mediate situations. When
an interpreter lacks cultural competency and does not possess native linguistic fluency, it
contributes to oppression of the deaf consumer. Formal training and education may give a person
one type of lens on how to approach ethical decisions. Lived experiences give a person a
different lens on their work. Considering hearing interpreter’s lived experience vastly differs
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from Deaf interpreters, hearing interpreters' “best interpretation will ever equal the value, skills,
and contributions of a Deaf interpreter” (Mather, 2014). Interpreters must realize when they
disregard deaf experiences as they interpret, they are doing the deaf consumer a great disservice
(Stone, 2009).
Professionalization of Interpreting
Since the RID’s inception and the professionalism of sign language interpreting, the
profession focused on training and certification of interpreters, shifting away from deaf
communities (Cokely, 2005; Fant, 1990; Humphrey & Alcorn, 2007). Furthermore, the academic
institutionalization of ASL resulted in the marginalization of deaf communities, exponentially
weakening the connection between interpreters and the communities they serve (Robinson &
Henner, 2018). The gap further widened when deaf individuals were not hired to teach their
native language in post-secondary settings due to the lack of proper teaching credentials (Rosen,
2008).
According to Compton (2014), heritage signers grow up in those communities possessing
native fluency in their native language and culture as well as the dominant language and culture.
As they work towards becoming professional interpreters, they obtain education to hone their
skills. This is not always the case with non-native sign language interpreters. Cokely (2005) and
Wilson (2011) show that historically within ASL/English interpreting, hearing interpreters
started within the field by immersing themselves within the deaf communities they serve. Over
time, hearing interpreters bypassed deaf communities by learning ASL from non-deaf professors
and then obtaining training through Interpreter Education Programs (IEPs) that do not have a
deaf-centric approach (Galloway & Gibbons, 2019; Mcdermid, 2009; Wilson, 2011). IEPs may
emphasize the necessity of immersion and extensive practice hours. However, Wang (2015),
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identified IEPs generally lack practice hours, authenticity in materials and activities for their
students, and do not provide mentorship outside of the classroom. Upon graduation from IEPs,
graduates do not possess the linguistic fluency and cultural competency necessary to work within
the profession. As a result, deaf consumers receive mediocre interpreting services and inaccurate
representation, causing irreparable harm to the communities they serve (Garrett & Girardin,
2019; Godfrey, 2010; Holcomb, 2010; Resnick, 1990; Witter-Merithew & Johnson, 2005).
Gatekeeping
For decades before the establishment of IEPs in the 1970s, deaf stakeholders were the
gatekeepers of individuals who were invited into the role of communicator/interpreter (Cokely,
2005). Once interpreter education shifted from learning within deaf communities to an academic
setting under the lead of non-deaf professors, deaf cultural values and norms were virtually
eliminated (Hall, et al, 2016). With the focus shifting to quantitative rather than qualitative
practices of IEPs, accepting and graduating a large number of students as opposed to producing
qualified interpreters, culturally incompetent interpreters who are oppressive to deaf
communities are introduced to the interpreting profession (Burns, 1999; Cokely, 2005; Hall, et
al, 2016; Moody, 2011).
Robinson and Henner (2017, 2018) emphasize the importance of deaf epistemology in
the field of Deaf Studies and sign language interpreting. They challenge the ethical values of
those who teach in positions when they do not originate from the communities they research and
teach about, which contributes to credentialed incompetence because they did not learn the
language or the culture directly from members of deaf communities (Cokely, 2005; Robinson &
Henner, 2017, 2018). These interpreters receive their credentials to interpret when they do not
have linguistic competence in ASL, cultural or disability competencies, or cultural capital. Either
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by default or by design, the role of gatekeeper has become commodified as agencies with no
cultural competence allow for the hiring of these hearing interpreters. As part of the many
decisions made while interpreting, evaluations and assessments of the linguistic needs of
consumers are inherent in those processes (Cokely, 2005; Dey, 2009; Mathers & WitterMerithew, 2014). If a hearing interpreter is not well suited for a particular assignment, struggling
due to weakness in linguistic and cultural brokering, then a Deaf interpreter may be assigned
(Mathers, 2009; Mathers & Witter-Merithew, 2014). Often Deaf interpreters come into the
situation where deaf consumers are already negatively impacted by ineffective communication
that took place before they are brought into the picture (Bronk, 2009).
Deaf Interpreters
Deaf interpreters have been interpreting and translating within their own communities for
hundreds of years. The earliest documentation of Deaf interpreters surfaced in 1685 (Carty, et al.,
2009). Deaf interpreters work in various ways, including but not limited to working among two
or more languages, working within one language implementing various forms of communication,
DeafBlind interpreting, performance interpreting, audience interpreting, and document
translations (Boudreault, 2005; Forestal, 2011; Langholtz, 2004; Morgan & Adam, 2013). Deaf
interpreters bring their cultural competence and language brokering skills to the table,
empowering deaf consumers they work with through their social capital (Morgan & Adam, 2013;
Yosso, 2005).
As defined by RID, a CDI is a deaf or hard of hearing individual who is a certified
interpreter possessing extensive knowledge and understanding of one’s own culture and
community combined with excellent communication skills and interpreting training (1997).
According to the Deaf Interpreter Institute’s website (2016), Deaf interpreters are individuals
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who possess a distinct set of formative experiences and are native or near-native signers with the
ability to work across various registers and language variations. Deaf interpreters can recognize
and negotiate cultural behaviors and values to provide effective communication. van Manen
(1990) mentions lived experience “becomes part of a system of contextually related experiences,
replicated from it through a process of reflection on its meaning” (p. 37). Sheneman (2016)
reminds us that the ethical decision-making processes of Deaf interpreters are influenced by their
DELK, which cannot be learned, but can be honed through interpreter education. Sheneman’s
work shows that Deaf interpreters focus on the needs of their consumers, utilize information
sharing, and cultural mediation as methods to provide optimal access. According to Moody
(2011), as interpreters, we have our own,
“frames of reference, which ha[ve] been shaped by our own life experiences. The
act of interpreting is inherently an act of making choices as to what the speaker’s
utterance means to the speaker, to the interpreter-intermediary, and what it might mean to
the listener. It is clear that this perspective of interpreting as a discourse process among
people in the real world, rather than as purely linguistic activity, influences our view of a
faithful interpretation” (p. 44).
In the 1980s, the demand for qualified Deaf interpreters increased due to mandated access
to communication within the medical and legal fields (Boudreault, 2005; Cokely, 2005;
Guardino, 2017; Hauser, et al., 2010; Holcomb, 2010). At that time when there was a “language
problem” such as a deaf person with minimal language skills or an immigrant, CDIs were used
as they employed different communicative and linguistic strategies that supported effective
communication exchange (Boudreault, 2005; Cokely, 2005; Guardino, 2017). Deaf interpreters,
as balanced bilinguals 5, are experts at diversifying language and employing various strategies to
advocate understanding and communication among consumers of their service (Boudreault,

Balanced bilinguals is a contested term as some believe deaf individuals cannot be balanced bilinguals
due to modality differences.
5
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2005). With Deaf interpreters, the message was found to be more accurate, due to their innate
ability to codeswitch 6 and incorporate invaluable cultural mediation that takes place within their
work. Empowered deaf consumers are able to ensure their own message was clear, resulting in
increased trust between the deaf consumer and the interpreters present as their linguistic and
cultural needs and differences are respected (Morgan & Adam, 2013; CATIE Center, 2019;
Guardino, 2017; Langholtz, 2004). Deaf interpreters’ cultural capital and ingrained habit and
skills resulting from formative lived experiences may provide them with a way to connect with
other deaf individuals in which Bourdieu identifies as habitus (1991). Habitus is a comfortable
space between deaf individuals as they can relate to each other on a variety of levels. This
concept is emphasized by Adam, Carty, & Stone (2011) where it is noted “deaf people are more
comfortable with a deaf person performing interpreting or translation tasks” (p. 194). In addition,
Deaf interpreters’ cultural perspectives influence their ethical decision-making process as Deaf
interpreters’ boundaries vary from one situation to the next depending one’s collective
experiences taking in consideration a person’s identity and cultural capital (Beldon, et al., 2009;
Boudreault, 2005; Côté, 2016; Morgan & Adam, 2013; Ruiz-Williams, et al., 2015; Sheneman,
2016; Yosso, 2005).
Analyzing the Deaf interpreter’s ingrained skills, we distinguish the qualities they possess
as well as how those qualities influence their decision-making process and approach to their
work. Deaf interpreters have developed the ability to translate knowledge across the planes in
which they work because of situated knowledges. Situated knowledge is a person’s viewpoint
because of their lived experiences which guides their critical thinking process (Haraway, 1988;

6

Codeswitching is the usage of two or more language varieties during dialogues (Myers-Scotton, 2011).
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Rogowska-Stangret, 2018). Deaf interpreters acquire situated knowledges through navigation of
their life and hone their skills through training, setting them apart from hearing interpreters.
Ruiz, et al. (2015) draws attention to the value of recognizing individuals' identities are
multifaceted. By moving away from the concept of DEAF SAME 7, we focus on the
multidimensional layers of ones’ identities and recognize experiences among each one of us are
not the same (Friedner & Kusters, 2015; Ruiz, et al, 2015). Our identities go beyond race, ethnic,
cultural, gender, sexuality, disability, and age. Our identity formation is influenced by varying
factors such as schooling, cultural influences, and familial and peer influences during one’s self
and identity development (Côté, 2016). We must take into consideration the exclusion of specific
individuals and their epistemology from the field of interpreting, forcing us to acknowledge
“whose knowledge counts and whose knowledge is discounted” (Yosso, 2005, p. 69). Even with
habitus, Deaf interpreters still must work to develop cultural, linguistic, social and identity
capitals to be aware of how their work impacts consumers’ life choices through provisions of
communication access.
Though limited in scope, more training and education have become available to Deaf
interpreters, including but not limited to processing, linguistic studies, the maintenance of
message equivalency, and integrity and ethics (Egnatovich, 1999; Forestal, 2005). In 2006, the
National Consortium of Interpreter Education Centers (NCIEC) was formed as a collaboration
effort between six federally funded Interpreter Education Centers. The NCIEC developed the
Deaf Interpreter Institute (DII) which is a learning, sharing, and networking site formed to
address the needs of Deaf interpreters by Deaf interpreters. This resulted in the development and

7

Friedner & Kusters (2015) explain the concept of “a shared experience of being deaf, which we call
“DEAF-SAME” (p. x).
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publication of the Deaf Interpreter Curriculum in 2015 which added resources available for Deaf
interpreters nationwide (www.diinstitute.org). In September of 2016, the grant ended; however,
the information remains available to the public. There is still insufficient on-site, interactive
education available to Deaf interpreters. The lack of interactive, face to face education stifles
Deaf interpreters’ abilities to develop and maintain levels of discourse as they navigate their
positions in the field. Educational opportunities are not easily accessible or affordable by deaf
people who may have the qualities to be an interpreter.
There is no literature that analyzes the lived experiences of Deaf interpreters to
understand the formulation of their ethical decision-making process. A closer examination of the
varying axes that contribute to a person’s being reveals aspects of one’s capital and how that
capital contributes to the interpreting process. Studying different approaches and theories within
the field of ethics supports interpreters’ ethical framework development. The lived experiences,
perceptions, intuition, training, and tools of Deaf interpreters contributes to their ethical decisionmaking process.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Methodology Design
Through a critical autoethnographic study, focusing on exploring the formative lived
experiences of Deaf interpreters and their perspectives, data was collected via a national survey
and semi-structured interviews. As a qualitative approach to research, critical ethnography helps
the researcher push for social change by analyzing and evaluating power structures and
inequities by those who are marginalized (Palmer & Caldas, 2016). The research guides the
researcher within the participants’ life experiences, allowing her to dissect and explore giving the
reader a deeper understanding of their lives. As a Deaf interpreter, I look to my personal
experiences through self-observation and self-analysis of my journaling to add a critical reflexive
lens to this study. Throughout my journey as a Deaf interpreter, I have journaled my reflections
and experiences dating back to 2012 noting the context, what took place, and how I felt during
and after the process. As guided by the CPC, my journal entries do not have any identifying
information to maintain confidentiality in respect to my consumers. These individual
perspectives and lenses contribute to varying interpretations and frames of references and respect
one’s understanding after reflection and reconstruction of what took place (Hale & Napier, 2018;
Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2010; Moody, 2011; van Manen, 1990). The connections I make between
my work and the work of other Deaf interpreters sheds light on the process. The collection of
data for this research took place from February to April of 2020 amid the COVID-19 pandemic.
The call for participants were recruited by way of a video message shared via email and message
boards associated with the RID, National Deaf Interpreters (NDI), National Association for the
Deaf (NAD), and Conference of Interpreter Trainers (CIT) (see appendix C and D). In my call
for participants, CDIs and non-CDIs nationwide with a minimum of five (5) years of
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professional experience were invited to complete a Qualtrics survey in English (see appendix A).
An option was given for the survey to be available in ASL; however, no one exercised that
option. After the fact, I realized that not building in the ASL option was inequitable to all
participants. The initial survey collected informed consent, video consent, and demographics to
illustrate data from a total of twenty-five survey participants (see appendix E and F). The
responses were categorized based on their certification status and further subcategorized based
on their responses regarding access to language in the home: Deaf/Hard of Hearing (uses signs);
Hearing (uses signs); Hearing (do not use signs). A randomizer selected two CDI and one nonCDI from each subcategory giving me a total of nine interviewees. Five interviews were
randomly selected for in-depth analysis.
Interviews were requested through email. Once confirmation was received, interviews
were scheduled to take place on Zoom, a video conferencing platform with recording
capabilities. Interviews were recorded so I could engage with my participant and refer to the
interviews for further analysis. All interviewees received a list of questions based on their survey
responses prior to the interview in English (see appendix B). The survey and interview questions
were developed to ensure collection of a variety of knowledge types as outlined by Hale &
Napier (2018). An hour was allotted for each interview which was conducted in ASL.
I opted for semi-structured interviews to allow for flexibility and develop a stronger
rapport between me and the participant. This process allows the participant to share their
experiences and stories. At the same time, it gives me as the researcher the opportunity to ask
questions, listen, and clarify when necessary (Galletta & Cross, 2013). In most cases, the
interview lasted longer than an hour. However, participants were aware of the time, did not want
to rush through the interview, and volunteered to extend their interviews past the allotted hour.
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Several participants were appreciative that they were included in this work; they requested
results be shared with them upon publication of my thesis.
The video recordings are stored confidentially and retained in ASL. They were not
translated or transcribed from ASL to English to reduce the possibility of skewing results and to
maintain integrity of the data. Translations and transcriptions created would be skewed due to
personal biases as my DELK would have some influence on my translations. (Al-Amer, et al.,
2014).
All data collected has been de-identified and password protected only accessible by me as
the researcher. Due to time restrictions, a randomizer selected five out of nine interviews to be
analyzed in detail at this time. All documents and recordings associated with this research are
secured on a password protected computer and Box folder. With permission from each
interviewee, the data stored will be maintained for future research until June 30, 2025 and
destroyed on or by that date.
Data Collection
The survey garnered twenty-five responses from fifteen women and ten men, and none
who identified as nonbinary or genderqueer, ranging in ages from mid 20s to late 60s. Out of
these twenty-five, 80% survey participants are CDIs (see Figure 2).
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SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
Certified

non-certified

noncertified
20%

Certified
80%

Figure 2: Survey Participants - Certified vs non-certified Deaf Interpreters

20% of my survey participants self-identified as Black, Indigenous, and People of Color
(BIPOC) and the rest self-identified as European Americans (see Figure 3). This is comparable
with the RID demographics published in their 2018 Annual Report (see Figure 4). The
interviewees happened to include members from each ethnic group giving me varying
perspectives based on individuals’ experiences and lens enriching my research (see Figure 5).
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Survey Participants' Ethnic Identities
Middle Eastern
American
4%

Black/Africian
American
4%

Did not self-identify
8%

American
Indian/Alaskan Native
4%
Asian
American/Pacific
Islander
0%

Hispanic/Latino
4%

European
American/White
76%
Black/Africian American

European American/White
Did not self-identify

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Hispanic/Latino

Asian American/Pacific Islander
Middle Eastern American

Figure 3: Ethnic Identities of Survey Participants
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RID Demographics
Black/Africian
American
2%

American
Indian/Alaskan Native
0%

Asian
American/Pacific
Islander
1%

Did not self-identify
22%

Hispanic/Latino
2%

Total Respondents
39%
Black/Africian American

European American/White
Did not self-identify

European
American/White
34%

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Hispanic/Latino

Asian American/Pacific Islander
Total Respondents

Figure 4: RID demographics illustrating ethnic identities (Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf Annual Report, 2018).
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Interviewees' Ethnic Identities
Middle Eastern
American
11%

Did not self-identify
11%

Black/Africian
American
11%

American
Indian/Alaskan Native
11%Asian
American/Pacific
Islander
0%

Hispanic/Latino
11%

Black/Africian American

European American/White
Did not self-identify

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Hispanic/Latino

European
American/White
45%

Asian American/Pacific Islander
Middle Eastern American

Figure 5: Ethnic Identities of Interviewees

The family dynamics from the survey participants were distributed proportionally among
deaf families and hearing families that used sign language in the home, and hearing families that
did not sign in the home (see Figure 6). Nine were selected randomly after categorized based on
family dynamics (language use in the home, etc.) individuals grew up in. Nine interviews were
conducted. Six of those interviewees were CDIs, two of which work full time as CDIs. The
COVID-19 pandemic resulted in time constraints for data analysis. Five interviews were selected
through a randomizer for in-depth analysis. The selected interviews included three CDIs and two
non-CDIs (see Figure 7).
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Family Dynamics
(language use in the home)
Hearing families that
do not sign
24%
Deaf families (that
sign)
44%

Deaf families (that sign)

Hearing families that sign

Hearing families that don't sign

Hearing families that
sign
32%

Figure 6: Survey Participants' Home Language Use
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Figure 7: Interviewees - Certified vs non-certified Deaf Interpreters

We had survey participants from each region of the mainland United States. All participants
except for one possess college degrees, 80% also possess masters or doctorate degrees (Figure 8).
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Highest Education Level Obtained
12

10

8

6

4

2

0

High School Dipoloma

1
1

Masters

11

Associate

1

Bachelors

Doctorate

7

High School Dipoloma

Associate

5

Bachelors

Masters

Doctorate

Figure 8: Survey Participants' Level of Education

Participants
Marie, Paige, and Chase 8 are CDIs. James, Emily, and myself are non-CDIs pursuing
their certification. James, Emily, and I have passed the CDI knowledge exam and are waiting for
the Center for the Assessment of Sign Language Interpretation (CASLI) to release the CDI
performance exam. All participants self-identified as deaf and bilingual noting their primary
language as ASL and their secondary language as English. Chase is a native ASL user with
professional level proficiency in English. James describes himself as fluent in ASL with
conversational level proficiency in English. Marie, Paige, Emily, and I describe ourselves as
fluent in both ASL and English. Marie and Paige also are familiar with other languages;
8

All names used are pseudonyms assigned to each participant.
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however, they are not fluent in these languages. They are familiar with International Sign which
is not currently recognized as a language.
Marie grew up in a hearing family that did not speak English in the home and did not sign
with her. She relied heavily on facial expressions, eye squints/widening, breathing and mouth
movements to grasp emotions and expressions of love. She attended a private school as the only
deaf student from K-12 and college. She did not utilize ASL to obtain instruction until she
started pursing her master’s degree. She relied on spoken language, lip reading, facial
expressions, and notes from peers. When Marie enrolled at Gallaudet University, it was the first
time she had access to education through ASL and the use of sign language interpreters. Looking
back on her upbringing, Marie attributes her interpreting talent to her problem-solving skills
honed because of communication barriers. Marie is a full-time lecturer at a state university. She
works part-time as a Deaf interpreter specializing in legal settings. Marie is a nationally certified
CDI trainer.
Paige grew up in a hearing family that learned sign language to communicate with her
and her deaf sibling. Paige wore hearing aids at a young age and went to speech therapy in her
childhood years. From kindergarten through fifth grade, she attended a public school
mainstreamed in hearing classrooms. In middle school when she realized she would have several
different teachers in different classrooms, she advocated for interpreting services. She knew
relying solely on lipreading would be difficult and mentally exhausting to go from one teacher to
the next, adjusting to each teacher’s style attempting to focus on getting information orally. In
high school, she attended a deaf residential school. Upon graduation she enrolled in a public
university where she had access to a wide variety of interpreters. Paige currently works part-time
as a Deaf interpreter and owns an interpreting service agency. She provides deaf-centric online
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interpreting education. Paige prefers working in the DeafBlind setting as she has a lot of
connections with the DeafBlind community.
Chase is a fourth-generation member of a Deaf family that primarily uses ASL for
communication. Within his family, Chase uses various modalities with different family members
from his children, wife, parents, and grandparents. All of Chase’s education was bilingual. He
attended a deaf school. Briefly he attended a local public high school part-time. He attended
Gallaudet University and is currently a full-time staff interpreter. He prefers working in the
medical setting as he sees value in helping individuals understand their medical care in depth. He
feels that many deaf individuals have not had the chance to participate in their own healthcare
decisions.
James is the only deaf child in his family. His parents and sibling are not fluent in sign
language and communicate verbally, usually resorting to fingerspelling when they do not
understand each other. James started elementary school at a public school and experienced both
settings: mainstreamed in hearing classes and deaf/hard of hearing classes. Eventually, he
enrolled in a deaf residential school where he graduated and then went to Gallaudet University.
James’ education had a mixture of Signed Exact English (SEE), Pidgin Signed English (PSE),
and ASL, finetuning his codeswitching abilities. James is involved with his regional chapter of
National Black Deaf Advocates, RID, and his state’s Association for the Deaf. He works mostly
in the legal setting. However, he prefers to work in the mental health field as he feels that is the
best fit for his skills.
Emily’s deaf and hard of hearing family emigrated to the United States from another
country. They use a combination of ASL, PSE, and speech to communicate among themselves.
She attended both a deaf residential school as a day student and a public school mainstreamed in
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hearing classes. Both schools were spoken language-based and she did not receive any
interpreting services. Upon graduation from high school, Emily enrolled in Rochester Institute of
Technology where she had access to ASL interpreters. She works full time as a counselor with a
designated interpreter. She also works part time as a staff interpreter within the medical field.
I grew up in a hearing family with a deaf sister. My family learned how to sign and was
very involved in my education. My grandma learned how to sign as she spent summers with me
and my sisters. Family members outside my immediate family did not learn how to sign. I
remember family reunions were filled with voices and I would struggle to keep up. After being
exhausted of trying to follow through conversation, I would turn to my books where I would be
transported into my own world. My parents were involved with an organization to push for
change within the school system where deaf students had an opportunity to graduate with a state
diploma as opposed to a certificate of completion. Seeing my parents’ involvement at such a
young age contributed to my values of communication and education. I wore hearing aids
growing up and went to speech therapy. I attended a deaf school until eighth grade and then
transferred to public school. During my five years at a public school, I used sign language
interpreters and remember having to stand up for my rights as a deaf consumer. Mediocre
interpreting services did not support my educational journey and I had to learn the Code of
Ethics to be able to defend my rights as a deaf consumer. Upon graduation from high school, I
went on to RIT where I used interpreters within my program of study. Even there, I had to be
diligent about my rights as a deaf consumer to ensure I had quality interpreting services
throughout my career at RIT. When I was 23, my sister was diagnosed with Usher’s Syndrome.
At 27, I found out that I had the same hereditary condition. At 30, I decided to get a cochlear
implant. Currently I work part-time as a Deaf interpreter and continuously seek training in
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various aspects of the field. Medical interpreting is my field of expertise and I am focused on
expanding into legal interpreting.
Data Analysis
Deaf interpreters’ formative experiences are the main focus of this project.
Inherent to Deaf interpreter’s lived experiences, I was able to identify aspects that impact
interpreters’ ethical decision-making processes. As I reviewed each video recordings of the
interviews, I took notes as structured through my interview questions highlighting ethical
decision-making processes. As I took notes, I observed and noted evidence of ethical reasoning
and decision-making frameworks. I was able to assess and identify emergent themes comparing
notes from one interview to the next. Notable in each interview were significant instances of
language brokering, cultural brokering, habitus, and situated knowledges. Said themes were
compared across all the interviews and recurring thematic categories were created.
All participants had varying degrees of exposure to ASL and access to language in the
home. Experiences range from generational succession of ASL to learning ASL through church
to hearing families learning sign language and being involved in the local deaf communities.
Although everyone’s upbringing was different, a common thread among the interviews are
mentions of recognizing nuances in ASL; facial grammar, ASL idioms, intimate discourse, and
so on. Participants’ presence within the interpreted dialogue was a necessity as many hearing
interpreters are unable to capture these nuances and subtleties that are all but obvious to deaf
people.
Limitations
As a white person who benefits from the system of white supremacy, my perspective of a
white Deaf (DeafBlind) woman will be evident. My educational journey resulting from the white
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supremacist educational system in America. This is discernable as my lens and lived experiences
is not and will never be the same as a BIPOC individual. The hegemonic power of the
educational system and the interpreting field where this research is done is dominated by hearing
white women. If I could redo the process of producing my thesis, I would have presented every
step in ASL. Coursework late in the program, after I had already progressed with my thesis,
exposed me to important historical questions about marginalization. The lateness of this meant
certain aspects of my analysis was not as intersectional in examining identity and power
dynamics as I now wish it could be.
There is insufficient deaf-centric research and even less research performed by deaf
BIPOC individuals in the interpreting field. Research pertaining to Deaf interpreters are not as
abundant as those for hearing ASL interpreters. As this research progressed, limitations were
identified. The original call for participants was for CDIs with a minimum of 5 years of
experience. The call did not factor in Deaf interpreters who may possess language skills other
than English and ASL or financial constraints of the CDI exams. Since 2016, RID has imposed a
moratorium on the CDI exams resulting in many Deaf interpreters’ inability to become
nationally certified. Immediately after recognizing limitations with the call itself as well as my
own experiences and qualifications, I revised the call to include non-certified Deaf interpreters.
Survey questions were not immediately available in ASL however upon request. I realized this
was inequitable to begin with as it did not provide access and immediately reduced my pool to
those who were willing to respond in English.
Upon analyzing the survey responses, the demographics were categorized. Respondents
were ethnically diverse and came from most geographical locations. It was noted that all
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participants had a four-year college degree except for two which is not a true reflection of Deaf
interpreters nationwide.
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Chapter 4: Results
As each participant shared experiences with me, I recognized components of ethical
reasoning and decision-making frameworks. I noted components throughout the decision-making
steps of Frame and William’s Multicultural Ethical Decision-Making model within my findings.
This model recognizes cultural differences and allows for self-assessment and improvement as
highlighted in the last step of the decision-making process.
Language and Cultural Brokering
As all participants shared their stories growing up among their families and educational
backgrounds, the different communication strategies each participant developed became
apparent. Early language acquisition is a building block to each Deaf interpreter’s linguistic
foundation. The participants experienced various educational settings ranging from deaf
residential schools to mainstreamed programs with or without interpreters. Each individual
incorporates an assortment of communication tools and may use several variations of language(s)
ranging from ASL, PSE, SEE, English, or foreign spoken or signed languages honing their
codeswitching skills. As they work with individuals with diverse cultural differences and
linguistic proficiencies, they develop innate understanding on different levels over time.
Marie indicates her language and cultural brokering skills go beyond the languages she
uses. Coming from a family with non-white roots, Marie recognizes when multicultural aspects
come into play. She has the innate ability to analyze non-manual markers in greater depth than
what is formally taught in ASL based on her experiences of analyzing how her family members
who did not sign communicated and expressed emotion. In ASL education, there is emphasis on
eyebrow movement and mouth morphemes. In Marie’s work, she finds she focuses on eyes
widening, how one breathes through the nose/mouth, and mouth movement beyond the typical
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morphemes. She detects emotions and meanings through how one’s eyes squinted, the widening
of the nose, the puff in one’s cheeks or chest. During one assignment she recalls, she was
working with a hearing interpreter who was frustrated one of their consumers would
continuously close her eyes as she was talking. After some time, Marie determined the consumer
was mad and the hearing interpreter disagreed with her because her voice did not show any
indication of her being upset or angry. Marie recalls her thought process, recognizing behavior
differences based on culture as articulated in Frame and William’s (2005) Multicultural Ethical
Decision-Making model in the first step, identifying cultural factors at play. When the
opportunity arose, it was confirmed that she was in fact mad and because of the culture she was
born and raised in, she was trained not to raise her voice or show emotion in her voice. Cultural
competency is apparent in Marie’s work as she could bring in her cultural lens. Differentiating in
the decision-making processes of both interpreters brings to light the hearing interpreter focused
on the tone of voice and the words coming out of her mouth rather than looking at the whole
individual taking into account cultural components to communication. Marie’s work shows
indication of mastery of components in Hoza’s Interpreter Sensibility model where she is
confident in her decision-making process and uses critical thinking skills to apply different
ethical reasoning frameworks. In addition, the presence of both Deaf and hearing interpreters
reflects professionalism and respect to the consumer through message clarity and transparent
interaction as mandated by the CPC.
As I reviewed all the interviews, I noted the value of language brokering going beyond
hearing interpreters’ linguistic skills. Collaborating with Deaf interpreters support the
professionalism tenet of the CPC allowing for the message to be rendered faithfully. Chase
expressed that in many cases hearing interpreters will not understand specific signs or
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terminology used by deaf consumers such as the context of specific signs. Chase goes on to share
one of his favorite stories he refers to as cheap medicine. He was brought in an assignment after
the hearing interpreter could not decipher what the deaf consumer was signing. The deaf
consumer repeated in ASL: CHEAP MEDICINE. Chase immediately recognized the linguistic
context of what the patient was saying. In ASL, contextually the term “CHEAP” can be
translated to worthless medicine as the medicine was not working for him at all. The hearing
interpreter had difficulty contemplating the meaning based on the context as there was no
personal experience for her to pull from to formulate the true meaning of what the deaf consumer
was trying to say. Chase finds language brokering skills are formed from lived experience as a
deaf person gives him the ability to form complete and accurate interpretation. These skills are
something that cannot be taught or explained in a way that a non-deaf person can understand; for
they must be experienced. The formative lived experiences of the interviewees instilled in them
the understanding of navigating life in a mainly auditory world in which access to signed
languages is limited. Lived experiences alongside with their ethical decision-making framework
guides their work as Deaf interpreters integrate social capital within their work, making moral
decisions to ensure effective interpretation which parallels components detailed within the
Multicultural Ethical Decision-Making model.
Language and cultural brokering go hand in hand in many cases. From my journal, there
was a Child Protective Services case where I was called to the scene with a hearing interpreter.
The deaf consumer was being abused by a hearing spouse where the consumer and the children’s
lives were threatened. Throughout the situation, I explored power structures within my culture,
the deaf consumer’s culture, and the hearing parties’ cultures and how those power structures
changed over the course of the assignment. The situation had been de-escalated and gone into the
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stages of wrapping up when all sudden the deaf consumer became angry. It turned out the
hearing caseworker decided to make a phone call to a family member of the deaf consumer
without the consumer’s permission. The case worker refused to share details as to what and why
she was discussing the ongoing case with the person on the phone. The deaf consumer demanded
the hearing caseworker leave the home. The hearing caseworker blatantly continued with her
call. After threats of getting the police involved to have her removed from the home, the
caseworker reluctantly stepped out of the home. Through cultural brokering, I recognized
possible identity layers of the deaf consumer: person of color, deaf, woman. In addition,
seemingly living a life of continuous deprivation of information resulted in lack of trust which
was manifested when the hearing caseworker was on the phone refusing to disclose information
in the deaf consumer’s own home. During this assignment, I worked with my team interpreter
checking each other for bias and made decisions through the process focusing on the needs of the
consumer. Trust was developed between the consumer and me guided by my lived experiences. I
noted that when I progressed through the decision-making process, Rest’s Four Component
model came into play as I made moral decisions based on my personal experience and what I
learned through the assignment.
During Emily’s interview, she mentions observing many situations of inaccurate
interpretation resulting in huge misunderstandings. When asked to clarify, Emily states,
“misunderstandings happen because ASL does not come naturally to hearing
interpreters as it is not their native language. The message gets skewed when one portion
is not included in the interpretation. Hearing interpreters by nature, depend on sound and
will always default to sound. Especially when they are tired, they automatically shift their
focus on what they hear in the English language and lose focus on ASL. As a result,
things get lost in interpretation.”
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Ethically, to ensure message equivalency is achieved, Deaf interpreters, guided by their DELK,
use different techniques. Techniques may include but are not limited to: expansion, use of and
analyzing non-manual markers and body language, and monitoring to check for understanding
on both the deaf consumer and the hearing interpreter. Emily believes as Deaf interpreters are
used, empowerment of deaf consumers takes place as lived experiences contribute to
understanding of how a person may think or feel in specific situations. Access to all aspects of
the conversation is afforded to the deaf consumer protecting their linguistic rights.
With each interview that took place and within my journal, I found several mentions of
hearing interpreters’ linguistic and cultural competencies do not parallel Deaf interpreters’
competencies. Each interviewee brought up cases where they have been called into work to find
that hearing interpreters have struggled to communicate with the deaf consumer over several
assignments before finally requesting a Deaf interpreter. Each interviewee expressed concern
that Deaf interpreters are called late in the game after damage has been done. Rebuilding trust
between the deaf consumers and interpreters was an attempt to undo what had transpired. Brick
& Beldon (2014) ask how many Deaf individuals' lives have been negatively impacted because
of exclusion of Deaf interpreters. Within the CPC, it is clearly indicated in the professionalism
tenet, support must be called in when the message needs to be fully conveyed.
Through my journal, I reflected on a legal case I had worked on. The deaf consumer was
a sex offender. As the hearing case worker inquired about his prior convictions to illustrate what
happened in the past, it was revealed that he did not have a Deaf interpreter present during the
trial. He did not understand what was happening to him and why he was forced to plead guilty to
something he believed he did not do. Recognizing the deaf consumer’s worldview,
misunderstandings during his earlier years was apparent as a result of lack of communication
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access. Consequently, the deaf consumer carries irreparable scars throughout his life. Ethical
decisions were made to convey the deaf consumer’s understanding of his life experiences up to
this point, protecting his right for understanding the current charges and how his decisions and
actions have an impact going forward.
In each interview, the principle of clear communication and desire for message
equivalency holds high priority as mentioned in the professionalism tenet of the CPC. Deaf
interpreters’ worldview and firsthand frustrations of not getting equivalent messages guides their
decisions in ensuring message equivalency. With that principle, each Deaf interpreter enriched
with their lived experiences give them a set of ethical choices they use as they make ethical
decisions showing respect to each individual they work with in accordance with the CPC.
Habitus
Within all interviews, Deaf interpreters recognized the value of habitus, where the deaf
consumer feels comfortable and connects with the Deaf interpreter on different levels bringing
about the sense of DEAF HOME 9. Marie recounts an assignment at the Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV) where she and the deaf consumer were told by the hearing consumer, “You’re
deaf, you cannot talk therefore you cannot read.” Marie recognizes how she felt as a deaf person
in that moment guiding her ethical decisions as an interpreter. Staying within her role-space as a
Deaf interpreter, she made ethical decisions with her hearing interpreter team to step out of the
room and ask for a manager. The hostility she felt from the hearing person prompted for
immediate change to happen. If she did not make this decision, the assignment would not have
been able to move forward impacting the deaf consumer negatively. Marie looks back at her
ethical decision-making process and makes the connection to the sixth stage of Kohlberg’s moral
9

Cole (2019) indicates the concept of Home or Deaf Space where participants feel connected to ASL and
how ASL contributes to one’s identity formation.
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development where her decision was based on universal principles as this prompted for a change
immediately and for others who followed.
James recalls the feeling of when his teachers truly cared about him growing up; he felt
he could connect with them, share his thoughts and feelings. He applies that in his work as a
Deaf interpreter as he strives to make genuine connections. His goal is to respect the consumer
and their preferences. James feels strongly about staying involved with organizations and
advocacy work outside of interpreting as that is where deaf consumers see you, get to know you
and that builds up trust, which in turn develops a habitus. The element of developing trust was
also brought up in Chase’s interview. Trust is developed by respecting all individuals and
components of the interpreting process. Collaboration and flexibility demonstrated by Deaf
interpreters and hearing interpreters supports Rest’s Four Component model for interpreters’
ethical decision-making processes as it shows respect to the deaf consumer. This is stressed in
the CPC and highlighted in Hoza’s model on Interpreter Sensibility.
Interviewees mentioned their lived experiences leads them to focus on using different
tools within their work as they want the deaf consumer to understand what is happening within
their lives and make their own decisions. As staff interpreters, Chase and Emily state that hearing
interpreters on staff see the tremendous value Deaf interpreters bring to assignments due to the
ability to make high-context, collectivist decisions as they work supporting the findings in
Sheneman’s (2016) research.
Situated Knowledges
Deaf interpreters’ ethical decisions are supported by their situated knowledges,
strengthened by their DELK as well as their native linguistic and cultural competency. Each
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Deaf interpreter interviewed have their own situated knowledges, formulated from their personal
experiences.
Chase recognized his DELK in action and how it contributes to the quality and success of
his work. Critical thinking skills support Chase’s social awareness skills enhancing his intuition
as he makes ethical choices while interpreting. For instance, when a patient was asked by the
doctor what medicine he took to relieve his ailments, the patient spelled out “G-O-O-D”. After
going over the possible medications available in his mind, such as ibuprofen, acetaminophen,
aspirin, and so forth, he inquired if he meant “Goody’s” pain medication as that is often found in
local corner stores. His team interpreter looked at him in surprise as she would have never caught
on to that interpretation. Deaf people have visual memory and often sign or fingerspell things
based on their worldview. For instance, in some regions, deaf people will sign HOME DEPOSIT
for the home improvement store, Home Depot or BUBBLE TEA for a local tea place, Boba Tea.
If a hearing interpreter were to interpret this at face value, the deaf consumer would come off
sounding stupid. Deaf interpreters bridge communication gaps showing respect to the consumer
by providing accurate interpretation, based on how they understand the world around them.
James’ experiences with a variety of school settings helped him develop his intuitive
nature. He recounts different experiences as he attended a predominantly white school versus a
predominantly black school. In preschool, he had hearing teachers just learning how to sign. He
attended school in a white area from six to eleven years of age. He remembers the kindness of
his teacher. At that time, he had access to an interpreter for math classes. Things changed when
he was enrolled in a black school. Instead of an interpreter, he was given a substitute teacher who
was thrust in the role of being his “interpreter”. During that time, he did not learn anything
because there was no communication or language access, so he failed his classes. Under
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emotional distress because of his “interpreter” touching him inappropriately, he became
withdrawn. After visiting the Deaf school within his state, he transferred there and flourished.
Developing appropriate use of ASL registers, the capability to assess his setting and content, he
was able to strengthen his linguistic competency in ASL. As he looks back on how people
treated him in his lifetime, he remembers how it made him feel. This carries over within his work
as a Deaf interpreter as he believes each individual he works with deserves respect and equitable
access to communication.
Interpreter Education
Deaf Centric
The consensus among participants interviewed about the contributions of IEPs for Deaf
interpreters. All but one felt that IEPs would not benefit Deaf interpreters and their work unless it
was deaf-centric, in other words, fully centered around Deaf culture and the use of ASL. Several
participants mention that deaf friends who have gone through an IEP, sharing stories of
frustrations and oppression of their identities. Recurring themes are supported by Galloway and
Gibbons’ (2019) research including audism, lack of deaf-centric and intersectionality training,
and do not have proper tools and techniques to train Deaf interpreters.
Participants expressed their disappointment in pointing out how hearing interpreters
bypass the deaf communities completely and how IEPs believe that they should only be taught
by hearing interpreters. Chase and Paige challenge the interpreter educational system by asking
how many CDIs professors in IEPs are nationwide. In Chase’s opinion, there are maybe less than
five CDI professors within IEPs nationwide and strongly believes these programs are in no way
deaf-centric. Both Chase and Paige emphasize hearing individuals will never have or understand
the lived experience of a deaf person.
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When inquired in further detail, many felt that IEPs must have a deaf-centric approach
and should be run by members of the deaf communities to strengthen and maintain the
connection between the interpreting profession and deaf communities. Formative experiences
help with teaching processes and provide insight that would be beneficial to interpreters, helping
them strengthen their framework for ethical decision-making processes.
James, as a Black Deaf interpreter and consumer, mentioned that it is critical to bring
deaf centric IEPs to Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) as none exist at this
time. He believes this would help propel strength in interpreting within minority groups and give
interpreters a stronger footing within interpreting within their own communities. Currently the
interpreting field is strongly dominated by white, hearing women (2018 Annual Report, 2018)
and is not a true representation of deaf communities. The first time James saw a black CDI and
analyzing the role he had in that specific setting initiated his interest in becoming a CDI. By
establishing IEPs in HBCUs, he feels that it would produce more qualified Black interpreters,
both deaf and hearing, which can meet the needs of the Black deaf communities.
My personal experiences within my IEPs parallel Galloway and Gibbon’s (2019)
research findings. My program was not entirely prepared to teach Deaf interpreters; although,
there were a few who came before me. Some professors would leave it to Deaf interpreting
students to figure out how to make the assignment work for them. There were several instances
of professors using their voices in the classroom disregarding the voice-off policy within the
program. One such reasoning would be to explain how something sounds in English to analyze
how to interpret it. This immediately excludes deaf students from that process. After graduating
from the program, I recall a conversation with a Deaf interpreting student who went after me,
expressing frustration with the lack of progress in the program updating to meet the educational
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needs of Deaf interpreters. After all, what are we paying for – an education or to teach ourselves?
Paige points out as we learn from others with different perspectives from ourselves, we can
develop and strengthen components of our own interpreter sensibility.
In both IEPs I was enrolled in, even though ASL was the language of instruction, I found
professors would still use their voice with students periodically in the classroom or on video
messages taking away from all students’ opportunity to learn in ASL. In Williams’ video
foreword to ASLized, Dr. Bienvenu states that ASL can be used as a primary form of instruction.
You cannot expect to watch it once and understand it in detail which is just like learning in
English, you may have to read it over and over several times before you understand what is
meant (2017). The interpreting process is something to be learned at all aspects -- both deaf and
hearing. Teaching the process with different lenses would benefit all students as discussions
opened at the table will bring in varying perspectives. Capitalizing on usage of ASL in the
classroom not only benefits deaf students but hearing students as well.
Mentorship
Unanimously, all participants stressed the value of mentorship as an important
component to Deaf interpreter education. Marie looks back on her training and is grateful to a
Deaf Parented Interpreter (DPI) who saw something in her and invested in her by mentoring her
within the legal system. At that time RID had required volunteer hours to be performed by Deaf
interpreters before they could even take the certification exam. Marie gives back to the
profession as a Certified Deaf Interpreter Trainer (CDIT) and mentors many of her students.
Many Deaf interpreters have obtained informal training as outlined in the DII (2016):
interpreting within their own family members and peers as well as working with deaf people that
have immigrated to our country. Many have strong comprehension of ASL which contributes
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positively to the interpretation process. A few participants mentioned in their interviews some
Deaf interpreters may not account for their strengths and weaknesses when they accept work.
When Deaf interpreters accept work they are not qualified for, it displays poor ethical choices. It
is important to recognize your strengths and weaknesses and how it will contribute to the
assignment before accepting it. By evaluating your skills beforehand, you minimize the harm
inflicted on the communities you serve. By using mentors, we can assess our work by way of
case conferencing allowing us to assess our ethical decision-making processes so we can learn
from varying perspectives and strengthen our ethical toolkit.
Mentorship as part of the training processes would help, but many interpreter education
programs have difficulty recruiting mentors. Deaf interpreters are afraid that they will lose their
job opportunities to other Deaf interpreters if they were to mentor them. Paige points out, by
increasing the value and quality of Deaf interpreters, the demand will continue to rise. To meet
that demand, we need to have enough qualified Deaf interpreters to supply the demand. Marie
reminds us there is tremendous value in Deaf interpreters, and we must hold space for all of us.
We cannot limit the space for specific individuals, we must share our space and change our
perspective as we are a community of professionals, each of us with our own skills contributing
to our profession. Paige reminds experienced interpreters that once upon a time you were brand
new and learning how to fly in this profession. Consider returning the favor by passing along
your knowledge through training and mentorship. Be supportive of new interpreters by being
patient with them and know that all of us have made mistakes and will continue to do so. Have
grace as it is the only way we can grow as interpreters and respect the profession along with the
deaf communities.
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Value of Self-Assessment
Self-assessment was discussed in the interviews as it contributes to skill development and
reflection on ethical decision-making processes. Without ongoing self-assessment, one becomes
stagnant. Every participant interviewed mentioned that not all deaf people are meant to be
interpreters. By assessing what skills, you bring to the table as a Deaf interpreter, you can focus
on developing these skills through training and mentorship. Everyone has a different set of skills
benefitting the communities we serve. Some interpreters have mastered the art of theatrical
interpreting and find that they are not a good fit for legal interpreting. Others find that they are
not made for simultaneous interpreting and do their best work with consecutive interpreting.
Deaf interpreters sometimes have the role of audience interpreting, where the interpreter
will stand on stage in front of the room and “mirror”, or copy sign what is being signed by
another signer to ensure everyone in the room can see what is being said. Several participants
stressed that mirroring is discouraged in other lines of work within the Deaf interpreting
profession, such as copying what was conveyed from the hearing interpreter, rather than
interpreting what was relayed. Emily mentions in her interview that she has caught herself
mirroring on occasion during her work. By recognizing when she mirrors, she assesses why she
did that and focuses on developing techniques to produce an accurate interpretation. James
explains that he has taken on performing arts assignments in the past; however, he found that
these were not a good fit on his skill set and personality. He struggles with making accurate
interpretations on the fly when his hearing interpreter is feeding him lyrics in English. With
simultaneous interpreting, it becomes difficult to truly translate into ASL without prior
preparation of analyzing the script or the music lyrics in depth. As a result, James begins to
mirror the hearing interpreter which often results in inaccurate interpretation and personal
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dissatisfaction with his work. James mentioned that going forward, he would not accept this type
of work unless he was able to prepare adequately with a script. He recognized the value of
message equivalency for deaf consumers.
Interpreting from the source message of English into ASL as a target language requires
accuracy in tone, affect, pacing, non-manual markers, mouth morphemes, just to name a few to
ensure the message is clear. Several participants noted knowledge or expertise in the subject area
in which you are interpreting is necessary because you simply cannot interpret what you do not
understand. When you do not understand that confusion gets passed along to the deaf consumer.
This may be multiplied when the interpreter is not a native or fluent user of ASL James points
out, as a Deaf interpreter, we are part of a team with the hearing interpreter and consumers who
are involved with the process. Maintain integrity in the work, ask for clarification and in turn this
will lead to confidence.
Marie and Paige value the moral development stages by Kohlberg as it allows us as Deaf
interpreters to check our moral compass and keep it in line with ethical decisions we make within
our work. Be aware of our impact within the field and among the people we serve. James
remarks the value of proper representation and prompts colleagues to use their moral compass
when they accept work within the community.
Ethical Behaviors
Developing Genuine Relationships with Consumers
Genuine relationships between Deaf interpreters and deaf consumers take time to develop
and when it solidifies, successful communication is likely to take place (Kovacs-Houlihan,
2018). The advantage Chase notes working as a staff interpreter is that they develop trust with
the deaf patients they work with as the scheduler tries to assign the same interpreter to the same
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patient. This allows for everyone involved in the relationship to develop trust which in turn
results in successful communication. Often in the medical setting, deaf patients are relieved
when Deaf interpreters on staff are used instead of freelance interpreters because they are
familiar with the medical center, work with the medical staff on a regular basis, and call in a
team when necessary to ensure their communication needs are being met. In addition, the
interpreters get to know the specific case, and can use techniques to ensure successful
communication takes place. In one case, Chase was working closely with the doctor, hearing
interpreter, and a deaf mental health patient. After some time, he had gained the trust of both the
doctor and patient and was able to foster understanding in respect to the deaf consumer, his love
of swimming, and the value of being consistent with his medication.
Emily uses a designated interpreter in her full-time job as a counselor and notes that after
two months of working together, they have developed a level of trust that is nearly impossible to
achieve with freelance interpreters. As a deaf consumer of services, she stated, “I want people to
get to know me as a person and trust in my work ethic and know that I am capable of getting the
job done. I have seen the difference of working with freelance interpreters versus designated
interpreters. My designated interpreter knows exactly what I want to say, what I am going to say,
and is not afraid to ask for clarification when needed. The level of trust between us is a gamechanger in my job. With that lens on interpreting, I see how as a Deaf interpreter, when I become
one the deaf consumer’s “regular interpreter”, the trust is present, and communication happens as
it should. There is tremendous value in using Deaf interpreters to ensure accurate representation
of language and the presence of cultural brokering both contributing to equitable access.
James shared his experience of attending a local workshop focusing on legal interpreting.
He was surprised to see a large group of black interpreters. As a deaf consumer, he was wary of
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their skills and ultimately their intentions because he had never seen many of them out in the
community in which he lives and works. This led to the question of where are these interpreters
coming from, what their qualifications are, and why are they not involved with our local deaf
communities? As he wrestled with his identity as a deaf consumer and as a Deaf interpreter, he
ultimately felt it was important to have an open and honest discussion out of respect to deaf
consumers in the communities they serve and as professional colleagues. When he shows up at
an appointment, either as a deaf consumer or a Deaf interpreter, and the hearing interpreter is not
someone familiar to him, he starts wondering about the interpreter’s training background,
credentials, and experience. James recognizes the minute he does not understand the hearing
interpreter, he will forgo his needs as a deaf consumer and support the interpreter in attempt to
protect his rights to have an interpreter present. The hearing interpreter infringes on his
communication rights and violates the CPC’s tenets on professionalism and conduct. As
interpreters, recognizing what James shared, we must recognize the value of community
engagement and professional development. In addition, the utmost importance of teaming with
Deaf interpreters to ensure deaf consumers can focus on their needs as individuals without
worrying about interpreters’ qualifications or credentials.
Working as a Team
Communication access can happen when people work together as a team which often
consists of the hearing consumer, the deaf consumer, and the interpreter(s). When there is a team
of Deaf and hearing interpreters, recognizing the strengths and weaknesses of each one
contributes to a successful working relationship. James reminds us that communication is a twoway street and one must communicate what you need, have the courage to ask for clarification or
repetition if needed. Chase holds high respect for hearing interpreters recognizing what they
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bring to the table. By building the trust between Deaf and hearing interpreters, we can provide
better interpreting services which in the end benefits the deaf consumer as trust is multiplied
between all parties involved.
Both Chase and Emily mentioned their approach to working with hearing interpreters is
to forge a strong relationship. There are a variety of ways to utilize Deaf interpreters. They
stressed that “we are not forcing our work on hearing interpreters or deaf patients. We want to
build trust from the ground level, so they recognize the value of our work and what we contribute
to communication equity”. We work in a variety of ways for instance: as the main interpreter
relaying a message to the deaf consumer and to the hearing interpreter, as a clarification function
for the deaf individual or for the hearing interpreter. Each situation varies and we go with the
flow and do what works best for that specific situation at that time. In the medical center where
Chase is a staff interpreter, they automatically assign interpreters whenever a deaf patient comes
into the trauma bay or requires a comprehensive psychological evaluation. This ensures that their
linguistic and cultural needs are being met. His medical center is expanding this to include the
Emergency and Pediatrics departments. Realizing the value of a full interpreting team and how it
benefits individual situations, change does not happen overnight; it takes time.
Systematic oppression takes place in our society and as Deaf interpreters, they experience
it alongside our deaf consumers. We make ethical decisions to stand up for what is right and
what is within our role space as interpreters.
Representation
James stresses the value of proper representation: white interpreters should not be
interpreting at Black Lives Matters events just as straight people should not be interpreting
PRIDE events. Without lived experiences, interpreters do not have innate experiences allowing
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for message equivalency. Most participants mentioned that with the current pandemic, COVID19, in some places there is a lack of utilization of Deaf interpreters. There is value in deaf
representation, and it becomes tiring when we constantly must invite ourselves to the discussion.
Marie mentions, it is not about one being better than the other, it is about valuing what each of us
brings to the table. To the naked eye it seems that hearing interpreters have the qualifications
based on what comes at the end of their names – the college degrees they possess and the number
of certifications they pass. When people try to pass non-Deaf interpreters for Deaf interpreters,
people do not realize the lack of formative lived experiences which supersedes the degrees and
certifications hearing interpreters possess after their name. Why do we not recognize the lived
experience and strengthen that by training and hold them accountable by certification or
licensures? Qualified Deaf interpreters are fluent in the languages they work in whether it is
ASL, English, or other spoken and signed languages. Bienvenu (2020) states, “hearing people or
CODA interpreters can never truly match a deaf person’s tone or affect in its entirety 24 hours a
day 7 days a week. CODAs come close but they are not deaf themselves.” There is value in
changing our perspective on the interpreting field and recognizing what each interpreter brings to
the table. It is time to share the stage and take back the power each one of us has within
ourselves and use that to contribute to our profession.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
This exploratory study analyzed data from five interviews with Deaf interpreters
nationwide. As each interpreter reflected on their education and experiences within the work, I
was able to analyze ethical decision-making processes. Several prime examples of ethical
decision-making processes, supported by ethical decision-making models and frameworks as
introduced in the literature review, are outlined within my findings. Nonexistent deaf-centric and
cultural-centric interpreter education programs or professional interpreting organizations
contribute to the lack of space to hold detailed discussions about ethics and ethical decisions
from a Deaf interpreter’s perspective.
When a Deaf interpreter is used, we are showing respect to the deaf consumer’s deaf
experience allowing them to feel comfortable in their space. Empowering deaf consumers on
different levels giving them control within their access to communication. As Deaf interpreters
work with hearing interpreters, the grace period Eganatovich (1999) mentions intended for
processing time is extended to the deaf consumer. In all interviews analyzed, the development of
habitus was evident in the Deaf interpreter’s processes showing compliance with tenet four of the
CPC. Innate language and cultural brokering skills allows for Deaf interpreters guided by their
DELK to cross these borders as they translate the message. Deaf interpreters incorporate their
lived experiences as they make ethical choices maintaining their focus on access to
communication. Emergent in the interviews, Deaf interpreters are requested after harm has been
inflicted. It is recommended a more thorough assessment of the type of assignment and the
communication needs of the consumers take place before requesting or assigning interpreters. In
compliance with the CPC, we must reevaluate current processes in place. Specific interpreting
assignments, such as in the emergency department at medical centers or places where this is risk
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of potential harm due to not having a Deaf interpreter present, should be automatically assigned a
full interpreting team consisting of both Deaf and hearing interpreters.
There is strong consensus among participants supported by the foundation of ethical
codes indicating reparation needs to happen within interpreter education. By shifting to a cultural
and deaf-centric program, we can strengthen IEPs as we bring roots of the deaf communities
back to the profession. As we create opportunities to look at the work through different lenses,
introducing varying frameworks affording us choices as we work, we can learn and do better.
Establishment of IEPs within HBCUs and other colleges that can meet the needs of marginalized
community members allows for collaboration with the local communities they serve. Bienvenu
illustrates the value of academic ASL and how it benefits strengthening linguistic and cultural
capital of both deaf and hearing individuals (Williams, 2017). This in turn can support
professional development tailored to fit the needs of the local communities. All interpreters,
Deaf, hearing or CODA, must practice self-awareness and recognize our strengths and
weaknesses and what we bring to the table. Realizing each of us have different skill sets, we
must hone our skills and know that we are a constant work in progress. We must continue to
learn and strengthen our framework outside of the current educational system. By sharing our
space, we must welcome diverse interpreters to the table changing the landscape of our
interpreting profession. To enhance interpreter education, mentorship programs are to be
established. Learning outside of the classroom is critical to strengthening components of
interpreter sensibility contributing to the ethical decision-making process.
Future Opportunities
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With a small number of deaf-centric research, there is a multitude of opportunities for
further research centering on Deaf interpreters and their work. This exploratory study only
scratched the surface on Deaf interpreters’ frameworks for ethical decision-making from my
perspective as a Deaf white researcher. It is strongly recommended for this research to be
expanded and done by people with different lenses and lived experiences, more specifically
BIPOC deaf researchers. This takes it one step further by analyzing the work critically from
different lenses, defining how interpreters own their role-space.
The study can be further expanded to include more participants and more questions could
be designed after identifying overarching themes within my study and future studies that take
place. Research could be conducted with Deaf interpreters, based on years of experience to bring
attention to different lenses and how they shape one’s ethical decision-making processes.
Another approach would be to explore how Deaf interpreter’s capital: cultural, linguistic, social,
identity shapes their work within the field. Going beyond the deaf-centric approach, we need to
look at multi-cultural formative experiences and how that is reflected within their work. Further
analysis on how one further develops their skill repertoire taking in bilingualism (or
multilingualism) and their culture capital in account.
As a researcher, I must recognize the hegemony of English as the dominant language of
research and education globally devaluing local knowledge and cultures inherent to individuals
(Canagarajah, 2008; Guo & Beckett, 2007). As I made the choice to publish my thesis in
English, I recognize it is a political and ethical decision on part. Upon completion of the
program, it is my desire to publish in ASL making my research accessible to deaf communities
and show Deaf interpreters who participated in my research respect as equal participants not as
‘informants’ (Laihonen, 2020).
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It is my hope that we can start authentic dialogue and further research in unknown spaces
unafraid of what we may find. We must push for transformative systemic change by dismantling
systems that oppress people based on their race, gender identity, sexual orientation, or disability.
To mobilize the change we want to see in our profession, we first must look inwards and analyze
our thoughts and behaviors. We hone our moral compass and strengthen our moral development
through studying ethical frameworks and developing ethical reasoning. What we bring to light
through research to change current practices in effort to bring our profession a step closer to
communication equity.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey
1. Do you have more than five years of experience interpreting (pre/post certification total)?
◻ Yes
◻ No
2. Are you willing to participate in a video interview online which will be recorded?
◻ Yes
◻ No
3. Do you live in the United States?
◻ Yes
◻ No
If participant answers no to any of the previous questions, they will be informed as to why
they have been excluded from the survey. If participant answers yes to all three of the
questions, they will be asked to proceed.
4. Are you a Certified Deaf Interpreter?
◻ Yes
◻ No
5. If so, what certification(s) do you hold? (Select all that apply)
◻ Certified Deaf Interpreter (CDI)
◻ Specialist Certificate
o Performing Arts (SC:PA)
o Legal (SC:L)
◻ BEI, indicate issuance state and level: ____________________________________
◻ State Level Certification, please indicate type: ______________________________
◻ Other, please indicate type of certification: _________________________________
◻ n/a (not certified)
6. How long have you been certified?
◻ Less than 1 year
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◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
15+ years
Not certified

7. How many hours a week do you work as an interpreter?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Less than 10 hours
11-20 hours
21-30 hours
31-40 hours
40+ hours

8. Are you working (select all that apply):
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

part-time
full-time
staff interpreter
freelance interpreter
self-employed
through a referral agency
Other (please describe): _______________________

9. In which setting(s) do you work as an interpreter? (select all that apply)
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Legal (non-court)
Legal (courtroom)
Medical
Mental Health
Educational: K-12
Educational: Post Secondary
Performing Arts/Theatrical
Platform
Video Relay/Video Remote
Disaster Response
DeafBlind
Other (please describe): _______________________
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10. In which setting that you work as an interpreter do you work most in (more than 50% of your
total time interpreting)?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Legal (non-court)
Legal (courtroom)
Medical
Mental Health
Educational: K-12
Educational: Post Secondary
Performing Arts/Theatrical
Platform
Video Relay/Video Remote
Disaster Response
DeafBlind
Other (please describe): _______________________

11. Which setting(s) that you work as an interpreter is your favorite?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Legal (non-court)
Legal (courtroom)
Medical
Mental Health
Educational: K-12
Educational: Post Secondary
Performing Arts/Theatrical
Platform
Video Relay/Video Remote
Disaster Response
DeafBlind
Other (please describe): _______________________

Why? (I ask this question because it may give me insight on what formative experiences
shape your preferred field of work.)
12. In which setting(s) that you work as an interpreter, which is your least favorite?
◻
◻
◻
◻

Legal (non-court)
Legal (courtroom)
Medical
Mental Health
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◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Educational: K-12
Educational: Post Secondary
Performing Arts/Theatrical
Platform
Video Relay/Video Remote
Disaster Response
DeafBlind
Other (please describe): _______________________

Why? (I ask this question because it may give me insight on what formative experiences
shape your preferred field of work.)
13. Is interpreting your main career?
◻ Yes
◻ No
If not, what else do you do? __________
14. Have you completed any interpreter education programs (IEP) or interpreter preparation
programs (IPP) at a college or university?
◻ Yes

◻ No

o 2-year program
o 4-year program
o Graduate program

15. If so, did your IEP have a deaf-centric approach?
◻ Yes
◻ No
16. Have you taken any interpreting training workshops or seminars in regard to ethical decisionmaking?
◻ Yes
◻ No
17. How many years of interpreter training/workshops have you taken?
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◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Less than 1 year
1-5 years of training
6-10 years of training
11-15 years of training
15+ years of training

18. How do you identify yourself? (Check all that apply)
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Deaf
DeafBlind
hard of hearing
Deaf-parented
Prefer to self-identify: _____________________________

19. Do you consider yourself to be bi-lingual or multi-lingual?
◻ bi-lingual
◻ multi-lingual
20. Which language is your primary language?
◻
◻
◻
◻

American Sign Language (ASL)
English
Other Signed Languages: ________________
Other spoken language: ___________________

21. Which language is your secondary language?
◻
◻
◻
◻

American Sign Language (ASL)
English
Other Signed Languages: ________________
Other spoken language: ___________________

22. Do you have a tertiary language? If so, what is it?
23. Do you have more languages in addition to the three you have mentioned? If so, what is it/are
they?
24. How do you describe your language proficiency in first language?
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◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Beginner level
Conversational level
Business level
Fluent level
Other

25. How do you describe your language proficiency in your second language?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Beginner level
Conversational level
Business level
Fluent level
Other

26. How do you describe your language proficiency in your other language(s)?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Beginner level
Conversational level
Business level
Fluent level
Other
Self-describe: _________________________

27. How did you become interested in interpreting? Please elaborate.
28. Do you have experience with or are familiar with the following: (select all that apply)
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Idiosyncratic signs
International signs
Gestural communication
Use of props
Use of drawings
Notetaking

29. Do you feel you have plenty of work opportunities based on the area you live?
◻ Yes
◻ No
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30. Do you find you have to travel extensively to be able to work?
◻ Yes
◻ No
31. How far do you have to travel for work opportunities? (Rank 1, 2, 3…based on frequency)
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

25 miles or less
50-75 miles
75-100 miles
100-150 miles
150-200 miles
200-500 miles
500+ miles

32. Growing up, was your family predominately deaf or hearing?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

deaf / hard of hearing (Home language: ASL)
deaf / hard of hearing (Home language: PSE)
deaf / hard of hearing (Home language: Oral)
hearing (use signs)
hearing (do not use signs)
Other, please self-describe: __________________________

33. Can you describe your family dynamics while growing up in further detail? (By
understanding family dynamics and what language was communicated within the home will
help illustrate formative experiences.)
34. What type of school did you attend growing up (K-12)? (select all that apply)
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

deaf residential school
deaf residential school as a day student
deaf charter school
Public School (mainstreamed in hearing classes)
Public school (in deaf/hard of hearing classes)
Charter school (mainstreamed in hearing classes)
Charter school (in deaf/hard of hearing classes)
Private school (mainstreamed in hearing classes)
Private school (in deaf/hard of hearing classes)
Home School
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◻ Independent Study
35. If you were mainstreamed, were there other students that were deaf/hard of hearing?
◻ Yes (in the same grade level)
◻ Yes (in different grade level than myself, I was the only deaf/hard of hearing student
in my grade level)
◻ No (I was the only deaf/hard of hearing student at my school)
36. What was the language/instruction setting of the school(s) you attended growing up (K-12)?
(select all that apply)
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

ASL-based program
Oral-based program
PSE-based program
SEE (Signed Exact English) based program
English-based program
Other languages, please describe: _______________________

37. Did you use an interpreter in school (K-12)?
◻ Yes
◻ No
If yes, can you elaborate on your experience with using interpreters? Can you share
the pros and cons of interpreting services you received in school?
38. What type of post-secondary school did you attend? (select all that apply)
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Community College
College
University
Vocational or Training School, please indicate type:
None

39. Did you go to any of the following Colleges/Universities?
◻ Gallaudet University
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◻ Rochester Institute of Technology/National Technical Institute for the Deaf
(RIT/NTID)
◻ California State University Northridge (CSUN)
◻ Self-Identify College/University with deaf/hard of hearing program focus:
___________________________________
40. Did you use an interpreter during your post-secondary studies?
◻ Yes
◻ No
If yes, can you elaborate on your experience with using interpreters? Can you share
the pros and cons of interpreting services you received in school?
41. Currently, is your family predominately deaf or hearing?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

deaf / hard of hearing (Home language: ASL)
deaf / hard of hearing (Home language: PSE)
deaf / hard of hearing (Home language: Oral)
hearing (use signs)
hearing (do not use signs)
other, please self-describe: __________________________

42. Can you describe your current family dynamics in further detail?

General Demographic Information
43. What the highest level of education you have completed?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

High School or GED
AA or AS (Associate degree)
BA or BS (Bachelor’s degree)
MA or MS (Master’s degree)
PhD (doctoral degree)

44. What is your age group?
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◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

18-24 years old
25-34 years old
35-44 years old
45-54 years old
55-64 years old
Over 65 years of age

45. What is your ethnic/racial identity? (choose all that apply)
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Native American
Alaska Natives
Hispanic
Latino
African American
Black
Pacific Islanders
Native Hawaiian
Caucasian
White
Asian American
European American
Middle Eastern American
Prefer to self-describe: _________________________
Prefer not to say

46. What is your gender?
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Male
Female
Non-binary
Gender queer
Transgender female
Transgender male
Prefer to self-describe: _________________________
Prefer not to say

47. What is your sexuality?
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◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻
◻

Straight
Gay
Lesbian
Bisexual
Asexual
Pansexual
Graysexual
Sapiosexual
Demisexual
Prefer to self-describe: _________________________
Prefer not to say

48. Where do you live within the United States?
◻ Mid-Atlantic: New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
◻ New England: Maine, Rhode Island, Vermont, Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts
◻ South: Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Delaware, Maryland, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi
◻ Mid-West: Michigan, North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota, Kansas,
Nebraska, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri
◻ Southwest: Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma
◻ Rocky Mountains: Montana, Idaho, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Nevada
◻ Pacific Coastal: California, Oregon, Washington
◻ Off the mainland: Hawaii, Alaska, US Territories
Thank you for your willingness to participate in my research, Exploring the lived experiences of
Deaf interpreters and how it impacts ethical decisions as Deaf interpreters in their work.
Interviewees will be selected by a randomizer. If selected, I will follow up by email to schedule
an interview.
Your name: ____________________________________
e-mail: ________________________________________
videophone number: _____________________________
text number: ___________________________________
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To maintain confidentiality of all participants, we assign pseudonyms to deidentify
data.
preferred pseudonym: _____________________________
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Appendix B: Interview Script and Questions
Hello, my name is Sarah Himmelmann and I’m currently a Deaf interpreter and a graduate
student in the Masters’ of Art in Interpreting Studies and Communication Equity (MAISCE) at
St. Catherine University. To ensure uniformity in my research and data collection, I need to
follow this script.
Thank you for your participation in my study, Exploring the lived experiences of Deaf
interpreters and how it impacts ethical decisions as Deaf interpreters in their work. I am
honored and appreciative you chose to participate in my research.
Before we start, I want to ask if you have any questions about the forms you have filled out up to
this point.
<participant response>
Just as a reminder, this interview will be recorded to which you have already granted consent in
the video consent form. I want to confirm your consent. May we commence with recording this
interview?
<participant response>
If consent is granted again – the recording begins now. If consent is not granted – the
interview will not continue.
According to your video consent response, <select which participant chose>:
a.

You have consented to your video recording to be stored confidentially for further
research.
<participant response>
Thank you for your willingness to participate in my current research and any further
research.
OR

b. You did not consent for video recording of this interview to be stored for further research.
Your video recording will be destroyed on or by June 30, 2020.
Any and all information shared within this interview will be kept confidential and accessed only
by me. All references to you will be by the pseudonym (confirm pseudonym) you choose. The
demographic information collected earlier will be shared to describe the source of data generated
from this recording. Your participation in this interview should not be more than an hour. If you
need a break at any time, please let me know! Ready to start?
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<participant response>
Wonderful, let’s get started!
Interview Questions
1. <taking in consideration participant survey response to survey questions 31-36 here>
Can you tell me more about your experiences as a child that has an impact on your work
today?
2. Currently as a <participant survey response to survey question 17 here> adult, what
were your experiences <taking in consideration participant survey response to survey
questions37-40 here> Can you tell me more about your experiences as a young adult that
has an impact on your work today?
3. What type of language was predominantly used in the home growing up and how is that
the same/different as to what you use now in your current home?
4. How do you feel that shapes your work as a Deaf interpreter?
5. You responded, you got interested in interpreting <participant survey response to survey
question 25 here>, how did you get started interpreting?
6. How did you prepare for the field of interpreting?
7. <taking in consideration participant survey response to survey questions 13-14 here>,
a. How did your IEP prepare for the field of interpreting?
OR
b. Do you feel by attending an IEP would help you prepare better for the field of
interpreting?
8. Can you elaborate on your ethical training and how you make ethical decisions while
interpreting?
9. Can you go into detail on some positive ethical choices you made and why? What life
experiences impacted your decisions?
10. How about those that you made that were not the best ones? What life experiences
impacted your decisions?
11. Can you think of what happened within your interpreting work where you saw
connections to your experiences growing up and how that experience may have positively
or negatively impacted your work as a Deaf interpreter?
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12. What challenges did you experience as you started working within your role as a Deaf
interpreter?
13. You mentioned you have experience with or are familiar with <participant survey
response to question 27>, how did your experiences growing up or in adulthood
contribute to development or use of those skills?
14. How did you get involved in <participant survey response to survey question 9 here>
interpreting?
15. How did you develop your codeswitching skills to work with various of consumers (deaf,
hard of hearing, hearing)?
16. Are there any reflections you’d like to share to add based on what we have discussed thus
far?
17. If a person wants to become a Deaf interpreter, what would you tell them?
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Appendix C: Recruitment Email
Hello Deaf Interpreter:
My name is Sarah Himmelmann and I am a graduate student at St. Catherine University in the
Master of Arts in Interpreting Studies and Communication Equity program. In my last year of the
program, I am conducting research: Exploring the lived experiences of Deaf interpreters and how
it impacts ethical decisions as Deaf interpreters in their work.

As part of my research, I will conduct interviews with Deaf American Sign Language (ASL)
interpreters. I would like to interview Deaf interpreters with a minimum of five years of
experience interpreting professionally. All interviews will be conducted in American Sign
Language and video recorded.

After I complete my research, I hope to light how lived experiences of Deaf interpreters have an
impact on their work. As a result, it is my hope that together we can improve interpreter training
and education resulting in overall improvement in how interpreting services are delivered
resulting in communication equity.

If you are interested in participating in my research, please complete the survey along with the
consent form:
http://stkate.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_aWvtggeMPx0qqrz

Upon completion of the survey and consent form, I will reach out to schedule an interview
appointment to participants identified using a random number generator. The interview which
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will be video recorded, will take approximately an hour. After the interview, I may contact you
for follow up questions if needed. All information shared during the interview will remain
strictly confidential as required by my Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval #1335.

My research will result in a thesis that will be published and available to the public; however,
your name will not be shared as a participant in this study. If you have any questions or concerns
regarding your rights as a subject in my study, you may contact the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) or my research advisors at:
Institutional Review Board Chair
Dr. John Schmitt
jsschmitt@stkate.edu
651.690.7339
Institutional Review Board
irb@stkate.edu
651.690.6204
Research Advisor, Dr. Eileen Forestal
eileenog@gmail.com
Academic Research Advisor, Dr. Octavian Robinson
oerobinson150@stkate.edu

Thank you for your time and consideration. I hope you will participate in my research if you fit
the criteria. If not, I hope you will share this recruitment inquiry with someone who may fit the
criteria.

Sarah Himmelmann
sehimmelmann615@stkate.edu
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Appendix D: Request sent to Organization for Distribution of Recruitment Email
Dear (Insert Organization Name Here),
My name is Sarah Himmelmann and I am a graduate student at St. Catherine University in the
Master of Arts in Interpreting Studies and Communication Equity program. In my last year of the
program, I am conducting research: Exploring the lived experiences of Deaf interpreters and how
it impacts ethical decisions as Deaf interpreters in their work.

As part of my research, I will conduct interviews with Deaf American Sign Language (ASL)
interpreters. I would like to interview Deaf interpreters with a minimum of five years of
experience interpreting professionally. All interviews will be conducted in American Sign
Language and video recorded. I have identified (Insert Organization Name Here) as an
organization who have members that may meet the criteria for my research and as a result, I am
requesting that you distribute my request for participants. I would much appreciate it if you can
distribute my request for participants through your email distribution list as well as posting it on
your social media pages such as your website, Facebook page and the like.

I have attached the recruitment letter for your review. Upon reviewing the letter, if you have any
questions please feel free to reach out to me. If you agree to send out my recruitment letter,
please let me know by responding to this email. Once I receive approval from my Institutional
Review Board here at St. Catherine University, I will email you with the final recruitment
materials for distribution. If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact the
following:
Institutional Review Board Chair
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Dr. John Schmitt
jsschmitt@stkate.edu
651.690.7339
Research Advisor, Dr. Eileen Forestal
eileenog@gmail.com
Academic Research Advisor, Dr. Octavian Robinson
oerobinson150@stkate.edu
Thank you for your time and consideration and I look forward to hearing from you.
Sarah Himmelmann
sehimmelmann615@stkate.edu
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Appendix E: Informed Consent for Research Study
Study Title: Exploring the lived experiences of Deaf interpreters and how it impacts ethical
decisions as Deaf interpreters in their work.

You are invited to participate in a research study. This study is called Exploring the lived
experiences of Deaf interpreters and how it impacts ethical decisions as Deaf interpreters in
their work. The study is being done by Sarah Himmelmann, a Masters’ candidate student at St.
Catherine University in St. Paul, MN. The research advisors for this study is Dr. Octavian
Robinson, Program Director for Master of Arts in Interpreting Studies and Communication
Equity within the ASL and Interpreting Department at St. Catherine University and Dr. Eileen
Forestal. Below, you will find answers to the most commonly asked questions about
participating in a research study. Please read this entire document and ask questions you have
before you agree to be in the study.

Why are the researchers doing this study?
The purpose of this study is to explore the lived experiences of Deaf interpreters and how it
impacts their work. By doing this, it is my hope to strengthen working relationships between
interpreters and consumers of interpreting services as we work towards breaking down systemic
barriers and marginalization within our profession.

Why have I been called to take part of this study?
I ask for your participation in my research: Exploring the lived experiences of Deaf interpreters
and how it impacts ethical decisions as Deaf interpreters in their work because you are a Deaf
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interpreter. After the interview is completed, you will no longer be able to withdraw from the
study.

If I decide to participate, what will I be asked to do?
If you meet the criteria and agree to be in this study, you will be asked to do these things:
● Complete a Qualtrics survey and consent forms which should take no longer than thirty
minutes to complete.
● If selected by a randomizer, you will be invited to do a video interview which will be
recorded and should not take more than an hour.
● If clarification is needed after reviewing data, a follow-up interview will be scheduled.
In total, this study will take approximately one hour and thirty minutes.
What if I decide I do not want to be in this study?
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. If you decide you do not want to participate in
this study, please feel free to say so, and do not sign this form. If you decide to participate in this
study, but later change your mind and want to withdraw, simply notify me during your interview.
The interview will then cease immediately and the recording will be deleted. After the interview
is completed, withdrawal from the study will no longer be possible. Your decision of whether or
not to participate will have no negative or positive impact on your relationship with St. Catherine
University, nor with any of the students or faculty involved in the research.

What are the benefits (good things) that may happen if I am in this study?
There are no direct benefits to participants as a result of participating in this particular study;
however the overall impact on the field of interpreting and communication equity may be
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beneficial to all. By recognizing the importance of utilizing Deaf interpreters, this can contribute
to a more positive working relationship between Deaf and hearing interpreters, resulting in
communication equity which will benefit the Deaf interpreter as a whole. The risks of this study
are minor as the researcher and advisors will be the only viewers of the video data and
participants will be referenced when necessary by the pseudonym they choose.

Will I receive any compensation for participating in this study?
You will not be compensated for participating in this study.
What will you do with the information you get from me and how will you protect my
privacy?
The information that you provide in this study will be password protected and accessible only by
me, the researcher and my advisors. In order to minimize risk, your names will not be used in
labeling of any videos or transcripts that may be created from the video. You will have the
opportunity to provide your preferred pseudonym for reference. The images/recordings will not
be shown to anyone else other than myself and my advisors as needed.
All files associated with this study (i.e., this informed consent, video recordings, surveys) will be
stored on a password protected computer, external hard drive, and Box folder. I will keep the
research results on a password protected computer, external hard drive, and Box folder. The
external hard drive will be stored in a locked safe in my office. Only me, the researcher and my
advisors will have access to the records while I work on this project. I will finish analyzing data
by June 30, 2020. Data that is gathered from survey will be de-identified and stored
confidentially indefinitely for future research purposes. With permission from the participant,
your video recording will be stored confidentially for future research. If permission is not
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granted from the participant, the video recording will be destroyed by June 30, 2020. If
permission is granted to store your video recording confidentially for future research purposes,
they will be stored until June 30, 2025 and destroyed on or by that date.

Due to the nature of the interview, participants will be visually identifiable to those who view the
recordings. In order to minimize risk, the names of the participants will not be used in the
labeling of videos or transcripts that may be created from the video. Permission will be obtained
prior to the start of the interview by way of a signed consent form from all participants indicating
their willingness to participate, permission to be video recorded, and the option will be given
whether the researcher may maintain the video recording for future research purposes
confidentially.

Any information that you provide will be kept confidential, which means that you will not be
identified or identifiable in the any written reports or publications. If it becomes useful to
disclose any of your information, the researcher will seek your permission and tell you the
persons or agencies to whom the information will be furnished, the nature of the information to
be furnished, and the purpose of the disclosure; you will have the right to grant or deny
permission for this to happen. If you do not grant permission, the information will remain
confidential and will not be released.
Could my information be used for future research?
Yes, it is possible that your data will be used for additional research by the researcher. If you do
not give permission for the researcher to maintain the video recording confidentially, all
collected data will be destroyed by June 30, 2020.
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Are there possible changes to the study once it gets started?
If during the course of this research study the researcher learns about new findings that might
influence your willingness to continue participating in the study, the researcher will inform you
of these findings.
How can I get more information?
If you have any questions, you can ask them before you sign this form. You can also feel free to
contact me at sehimmelmann615@stkate.edu. If you have any additional questions later and
would like to talk to my research advisors, please contact Dr. Octavian Robinson at
oerobinson150@stkate.edu or Dr. Eileen Forestal at eileenog@gmail.com. If you have other
questions or concerns regarding the study and would like to talk to someone other than the
researcher, you may also contact Dr. John Schmitt, Chair of the St. Catherine University
Institutional Review Board, at (651) 690-7739 or jsschmitt@stkate.edu.
You may keep a copy of this form for your records.
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Statement of Consent:
I consent to participate in the study and agree to be videotaped.
My signature indicates that I have read this information, my questions have been answered and I
am at least 18 years of age.
______________________________________________________________________
Signature of Participant
Date
________________________________________
Printed Name of Participant
______________________________________________________________________
Signature of Researcher
Date
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Appendix F: Video Consent Form
I (insert participant name here) agree to be video recorded as part of my participation in the study
Exploring the lived experiences of Deaf interpreters and how it impacts ethical decisions as Deaf
interpreters in their work conducted by Sarah Himmelmann. I understand that the video recording
will be labeled using a chosen pseudonym I have provided during the initial survey I completed.

I understand that all files will be kept secure on a password protected computer, backed up on a
password protected hard drive stored in a locked safe in the researcher’s office, and on a Box
folder.

I understand that the video recording will be kept by the researcher and used for research
purposes. I understand that the research advisors, Dr. Octavian Robinson and Dr. Eileen Forestal,
may have access to the video recording as part of this research study if needed. The video
recording will not be shown to others. The risks of this study are minor as the researcher and
advisors will be the only viewers of the video data and participants will be referenced when
necessary by the pseudonym they choose.

All video recordings part of this study will be destroyed on or by June 30, 2020 unless
permission is granted to maintain your video recording confidentially for future research
purposes. If permission is granted to store your video recording confidentially for future research
purposes, they will be stored until June 30, 2025 and destroyed on or by that date.
Consent for the interview to be video recorded.
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Please read the following and check those for which you give consent. Please note: you cannot
participate in the study if you are unwilling to be video recorded.
� YES, I give permission to be recorded during the interview process.
� NO, I do not give permission to be recorded during the interview process.
Signature of participant: ________________________________ Date:_______________
Consent for video recording of the interview to be stored confidentially for further research.
Please read the following and check the box
� YES, I consent for the video recording of my interview to be stored confidentially for further
research.
� NO, I do not consent for the video recording of my interview to be stored confidentially for
further research. I understand that my video recording will be destroyed on or by June 30, 2020.
Signature of participant: ________________________________ Date:_______________
I understand that in respect of the video recordings made, they will only be used for the purpose
of my research. Every effort will be made to ensure confidentiality of these video recordings.
Signature of researcher: ______________________________ Date: _________________
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